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CHAIRMAN’S WELCOME NOTE 

 

Welcome to the 4th edition of the Maritime Search and Rescue Conference 

which will be partnered with the Estonian Police and Border Guard Board. 

This annual event is the leading international forum for Maritime Search and 

Rescue professionals, mass rescue teams and industry partners to evaluate 

the ever-changing challenges and requirements, and to discuss and share 

best practice.  

The conference team has been working hard for the past 12 months 

analysing recent events to ensure that the agenda is applicable to the current 

landscape. The agenda that has been produced gives us a chance to discuss 

the topics that are most pressing and will undoubtedly stimulate debate 

within the room.  

 

Several themes- some that will be recurring, others that are developing- have emerged which the conference 

will explore, and these include: 

1) The increasing number of Search and Rescue missions being conducted, causing nations to re-

evaluate the platforms they use in terms of types and numbers of vessels in their fleet. A key feature 

will be a dedicated Platform Focus Day that will look in depth into how this is being done. 

2) The main conference will look at a wide range of subjects that are particularly relevant to Search and 

Rescue experts right now. These include the need to improve communications equipment for Search 

and Rescue personnel, particularly in high risk areas such as the Arctic. Furthermore, we will explore 

what new technologies are in development and how they can enhance SAR capabilities going forward. 

With Speakers from four continents the meeting promises to be the most diverse ever, allowing for even 

greater discussion and the sharing of best practice between both end users and industry.  It is only at events 

such as this that these lessons, experience and future trends can be shared in such detail. 

I look forward to welcoming you all to Tallinn in May for what I am sure will be an exciting and compelling 

conference.  

Yours Sincerely 

 

 

 

Kaupo Läänerand 

Head of the Fleet 

Estonian Police and Border Guard Board  

Maritime Search & Rescue 2019 Chairman 

On behalf of The Development Network 
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MARITIME SEARCH AND RESCUE 2019 
In partnership with the Estonian Police and Border Guard Board 

14th – 16th May 2019, Hilton Tallinn Park Hotel, Tallinn, Estonia 
www.maritime-sar.com 

 
 

PRE-CONFERENCE FOCUS DAY: AIR AND UNMANNED PLATFORMS – 
14th May 2019 

With Search and Rescue missions becoming more acomplex and increasingly reliant on mobile command and 
control, new platforms are required that can adapt to these types of mission. The Air and Unmanned Platform 
focus day will look at a variety air and unmanned platforms that are being developed to enhance maritime 
response. The focus day will analyse recent operations and compare this with current and future research and 
projects, comparing how the two can complement each other. 
 
 

0800 – Registration and welcome coffee 
0855 – Chairman’s opening remarks 
Jaanus Urb, Head of Quality and Safety , Estonian Police and Border Guard Board Aviation Group  

 

 
TRADITIONAL AIR ASSETS 

Ensuring a balanced spectrum of assets is key to a dynamic response. Aircraft can provide fast situational awareness 
at further ranges and longer duration than surface assets. Therefore, national and international agencies are 
reviewing how best to deploy fixed wing and rotary assets to optimise a response. This section will explore strategies 
to exploit air assets through joint programmes and future technology. 
 

0900 – Maritime aerial surveillance projects 

• The unique challenges of providing an aeronautical response including asset availability and airport access 

• Recent case studies that are driving interest in surveillance capability 

• Collaborative projects and research for developing enhanced air assistance  
 Disma Malgarini, Head of Command and Control Sector, Frontex Situation Centre, European Border and Coast Guard 
Agency-Frontex 

 
0930 – The importance of manned fixed wing capabilities in evolving air space  

• Utilising fixed wing capabilities for Maritime SAR 

• Integration of sensor suits to increase operational success  

• Examples of ST technologies aiding MSAR community - MSS 7000 
Olov Fast, President, ST Airborne Systems  

 
1000 – How the US Coast Guard use helicopters for Search and Rescue Missions  

• How the coast guard are looking at replacing part of aging Coast Guard helicopter fleet 

•  Upcoming UAV and drone initiatives of the US coast guard.  

•  Overall response to maritime distress in northern tier of Gulf of Mexico 
Kevin Robb, SAR Specialist/District Eight Assistant Incident Management for SAR, US Coast Guard  
 
 

 
1030 – Morning coffee and networking 
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UTILISING NEXT GENERATION AERIAL PLATFORMS  
With technology advancing rapidly the search and rescue platforms of the future are likely to look a lot 
different to the ones seen today. This section would look at how changes in both technology and regulations 
are allowing different methods of search and rescue to take place.  
1100 – Transport Canada - Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) RPAS Operations  

• Overview of current drone technology and applications 

• What were their requirements and how did we solve them? 

• Future adaptations through sensor technology 
Marty Rodgers, Chief of Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems, Operations and Innovation, Transport Canada 

 
1130 – Enhancing MSAR operations and surveillance with the next generation of location systems 

• Maximizing results in MSAR operations utilizing mobiles phones as beacons 

• Combining mobile phone location with other personal location beacons and distress & safety systems 

• What’s next: the airborne All-In-One location systems for both manned and unmanned platforms 
Hector Estevez Pomar, Managing Director, Lifeseeker  
 

 1200 –Developing SMC courses programme in cooperation with university and Frontex 

• Summarising the trends of upcoming SMC courses programme programmes  

• Discussing the framework for training in the wider region   

• Outlined to advantages of having a modern up to date courses 
Police Lieutenant Ivar Treffner, Head of JRCC Tallinn, Estonian Police and Border Guard Board  
  
 

1230 – Lunch and networking 
 

 

THE FUTURE OF UNMANNED AND AIR PLATFORMS  
Searches conducted at sea by helicopters are extremely costly, and the alternative option of using boats can be 
time consuming. Small, highly manoeuvrable and unmanned aerial vehicles may aid and support search and 
rescue efforts by providing a rapid response for a fraction of the cost,  risk and resources. This section looks at 
how this capability can be used to aid searches at sea. 
1400 – Future RPAS projects of the Spanish Maritime Administration  

• Challenges and considerations concerning future RPAS systems  

• Evaluation of requirements for aerial unmanned air craft systems  

• Continuing development and research in aerial delivery 
Miguel Felix Chicon Rodriguez, Head of MRCC Palma, Spanish Maritime Safety Agency  
 
1430 – Utilizing Mobile Phones for effective SAR operations 

• Methods for Detection & Location finding 

•  Utilization of communication 

• Asset flexibility fixed / rotary wing & unmanned aircraft 
Peter Myers, Managing Director, Smith Myers  
 
1500 – Frontex maritime surveillance technology trials update 

• Implementing new systems onto search and rescue helicopters  

• Upcoming procurement plans for search and rescue assets 

• Ensuring interoperability between different platforms  
Zdravko Kolev, Research Officer, European Border and Coast Guard Agency-Frontex 
 

1530 – Chairman’s summary and close of focus day 
Jaanus Urb, Head of Quality and Safety , Estonian Police and Border Guard Board Aviation Group               

1730 – Transport departs for drinks reception at Susta 15, The Estonian Police and Border Guard Harbour.  

1800 – Focus Day drinks reception hosted by Baltic Workboats                                                                                

1930 – End of Drinks reception and transport back to Hilton Tallinn Park Hotel  
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PRE-CONFERENCE FOCUS DAY:  VESSEL PLATFORMS – 14th May 
2019 

With the types of rescues teams are facing evert changing new platforms are required that can adapt to these 
types of mission. The Sea Platforms focus day will look at a variety sea platforms that are being developed to 
enhance maritime response. The focus day will analyse the wide spectrum of vessels types on offer and analyse 
how they can be used to adapt to different missions types.  

0800 – Registration and welcome coffee 
0855 – Chairman’s opening remarks 
 Kaupo Läänerand, Head of the Fleet, Estonian Police and Border Guard Board 

 
THE USE OF VESSEL PLATFORMS FOR POLICING THE SEAS  

Whilst response teams around the world search for faster, more resilient and technologically advanced 
platforms, boats will forever remain a vital part of an emergency maritime response. This section will look at 
the latest developments in vessels that can provide a fast response in a variety of conditions and what 
advanced technologies can complement the task.  
 
0900– How SAR vessels are key in the fight against illegal immigration  

• Why seaborne immigration, why it is a growing problem : the French case 

•  French commitment (in Indian ocean territories, in North sea and Channel, and in Frontex operations)  
different contexts, different courses of action, different needs 

•  Understanding the requirement to tackle the issue : future investments (ships, maritime surveillance, 
IA tools), preparation of crews involved in SAR operations, regional cooperation. 

Commander Florence Wagner, Director of Coast Guard Functions operational centre, French Navy 
 
0930 – Developing vessels for optimum performance in extreme conditions 

• Performance of SAR systems in harsh circumstances  

• Developing SAR platforms extreme conditions 

• Investigating and testing of vessels in extreme environments  
Piet van Rooij, Product Manager, Defense and Security ,Damen Shipyards 
 
1000 –The role of the Coast Guard within SAR operations performed in Romania 

• Overview of unique challenges and raising awareness of SAR importance in Romania  

• Identifying requirements for new equipment and platforms for SAR in complex regions 

• Reviewing the delivery of new SAR vessels to improve capabilities 
Police Chief Commissioner Alexandru Oae, Deputy Director of the Coast Guard, Romanian Border Guard 
 

 

1030 – Afternoon coffee and networking  
 

 
NEW GENERATION SAR VESSELS  

Nations are increasingly looking at the next generation of technology when it come to SAR Vessels. This section 
will look at how these technologies are enhancing search and rescue capabilities for SAR teams and how 
industry can continue to offer alternatives to traditional vessels  
 
1100 – Developing vessels for the Slovenian maritime environment 

• Present and future development of SAR vessels 

• Coverage of the Slovenian sea state  

• Situational awareness and deployment 
Robert Skrokov, Senior Advisor, Slovenian Maritime Administration 
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1130 – Self-Righting SAR Craft Design 

• Overview of SAR Craft Design 

• Integrating self-righting capability  

• SAR Vessels in service Worldwide  
Arran Roycroft , Design Director, Camarc Design  
 
1200 – Future SAR Vessels of the Polish Maritime Search and Rescue Service  

• How the Polish Maritime Search and Rescue service coordinate search and rescue  

• How the new ships will be implemented into the current fleet  

• The future of the Polish Maritime Search and Rescue service  
Captain Jerzy Kiszczak, Head of Search and Rescue, Polish Maritime Search and Rescue Service  
 

 
1230 – Lunch and networking 
 

UNMANNED SEA PLATFORMS  
The use of unmanned sea platforms is increasingly all the time in the search and rescue domain. For safety 
reasons it is quite often the case that an unmanned platform is used to scout out an area before human 
rescuers are put on the scene. This section will look at the development of these platforms for search and 
rescue purposes.  
 
1400– Strategical choices in SAR matters in Estonia 

• Exploring potential to enhance SAR with unmanned systems 

• Integrating new technology into regular procedures on the sea 

• SAR strategy in Estonia 

Janek Mägi, Head of  Ministry of the Interior Policy Department, Estonian Ministry of the Interior 
 
1430 – The role of multi-mission UAS to bolster MSAR surveillance options 

• Deployment of modern systems to enhance current ‘mothership’ surveillance capabilities 

• Using Unnamed Autonomous Surface Ships to augment satellite support for tracking victims 

• Continued applications for multi-mission monitoring to include uplinks and meteorological data 

Claes Druogge, Chairman, Ocean Modules  
 

 1500 – Arctic SAR: Current infrastructure and opportunities for Maritime Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS) 

• Summarising the trends of maritime traffic in the region and especially cruising activities 

• Discussing the framework for SAR in the wider region and the influence of the Polar Code 

• Taking advantage of MASS in order to reduce the risks of Artic sea travel  
Dimitrios Dalaklis, Associate Professor, World Maritime University  
 

 
1530 – Chairman’s summary and close of focus day 
Kaupo Läänerand, Head of the Fleet, Estonian Police and Border Guard Board 
1730 – Transport departs for drinks reception at Susta 15, The Estonian Police and Border Guard Harbour.  
1800 – Focus Day drinks reception hosted by Baltic Workboats  
1930 – End of Drinks reception and transport back to Hilton Tallinn Park Hotel  
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CONFERENCE DAY ONE: 15th May 2019 
‘Meeting environmental, geographical and specialist rescue challenges’ 

 

 

0800 – Registration and Welcome Coffee 
0855 – Chairman’s introduction 
Kaupo Läänerand, Head of the Fleet, Estonian Police and Border Guard Board 
 

 
ENHANCING CAPABILITY AND PREPAREDNESS FOR MASS RESCUE OPERATIONS   

The increasing tonnage of both cargo and cruise ships, coupled with the rise in vessel traffic has led to an 
increasingly likely mass rescue scenario. A mass rescue results in complex rescues requiring multiple agencies. 
The conference will open by looking at recent case studies and the associated challenges in terms of 
preparedness, tactics and equipment.  
 
0900 – The European Coast Guard Agency collaboration with nations to combat the migrant crisis 

• The changing role of European Border and Coast Guard Agency, including in SAR” 

• Overview of project to increase capabilities in the Mediterranean 

• Understanding the requirements and calls to industry 
Tuukka Höijer, Coast Guard and Law Enforcement Unit, European Border and Coast Guard Agency -Frontex 
 
0930 – Automated Incident Mangement and Applictaion of New Technology 

• Incident Management in multi-mission environments 

• Technological advances in support of coastguard operations 

• Improvement of coastguard efficiency through unified support solutions 
Huub van Roosmalen, Director Business Development, Maritime Traffic Management, SAAB 
 
1000 – High impact risks/challenges for SAR in remote areas from a British Overseas Territories perspective 

• Overview of the UK Overseas Territories Search and Rescue Capability Project 

•  Procurement of new equipment to enhance SAR in the overseas territories 

• How collaboration with industry helps enhance SAR  
Phil Bostock, National Maritime Operations Commander, UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency 
 
 

1030 – Morning coffee and networking 
 

 
EQUIPMENT, TACTICS AND COMMUNICATIONS  

Clear, reliable and robust lines of communication are vital for teams working in austere environments and 
potentially life-threatening situations. A quick response time can make all the difference in ensuring successful 
rescue operations. This section will investigate potential solutions and new technology for enabling effective 
tactics and communications. 

 
1115 - The use of the SAFETRX as an add-on to Danish Maritime Authorities information campaign 

• How the Danish Navy are using the  SAFETRX Smartphone app to improve the search phase. 

• New challenges are developing which need a more modern response   

• What is the next step in improving maritime capabilities in Denmark  
Lietenant Commander Thomas Madsen, Head of maritime operations, NMOC – Denmark, Royal Danish Navy 
 
1145 – Utilising surveillance technology for SAR operations 

• Smart Fusion of optronics aid maritime searches  

• Use of the seconde Sight ( GasCamera) in SAR ops 

• Scopes of technology use- handheld to helicopters  
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Thomas Koerverts, Sales Manager, Bertin-Instruments 
 
1215 – Maximising time and resource management via Sea Traffic Management (STM)  

• Describing the STM concept and the services that STM offer 

• Demonstrate the  STM testbed fleet and use of STM in rescue coordinating centres 

• How can STM contribute in SAR operation and  increased situational awareness by using STM SAR 
tools 

Fredrik Kokaćka, STM Validation Project Coordinator, Swedish Maritime Administration 
 
 

1245 – Lunch and networking  
Hosted by Honeywell 
 

 
UNDERSTANDING SAR CAPABILITIES IN HARSH ENIVROMENTS   

Different environments pose unique challenges to all of those who operate within them. The harshness of the 
environment has contributed to the development of many specialist SAR platforms and techniques that have 
informed worldwide operations. Rescues have forced closer cooperation between governments and industry 
that has led to innovation and development that has implications for the international community. 
 
1415 – CASE STUDY: ARA San Juan 

• How the original search was originally carried out  

• How limitations in equipment hindered the search  

• Lessons learnt from the search for the submarine  
Captain Adrian Monaco, Head of the Argentine Search and Rescue Service, Argentine Navy 

 
1445 –  The key elements for safe and efficient SAR vessels 

• Latest SAR ship trends and developments through shipbuilder’s perspective 

• Workboat innovations to improve safety, operational and economical efficiency 

• Shipyard challenges managing customer specific needs 

Sander Vahtras, Sales Technical Manager, Baltic Workboats  
 
1515 – The ARCSAR Project and how this will impact SAR 

• Overview of policy and plans for life saving equipment onboard cruise ships 

• Understanding the requirements for cruise operators and response teams 

• Future developments and collaboration with industry 
Bent-Ove Jamtli, General Director, JRCC North Norway   
 
 

1545 – Coffee and networking 
 

 
MODERNISATION OF AIRBORNE SYSTEMS  

Airborne systems continue to be a key tool search and rescue. The differing challenges of modern search and 
rescue mean that additional systems need to be added to traditional platforms to enhance capabilities. Options 
include Plug-and-Play upgrades that allow for quick and easy modernisation of platforms at a cheaper cost 
than investing in a whole new platform. This session will explore some of the possibilities. 
 
1630 – Enhancing SAR in Oman and overcoming unique challenges in the Middle East 

• Understanding the role of the Maritime Security Centre. 

• Overview of unique challenges and upcoming procurement programmes in Oman 

• Future exercises and collaboration to increase SAR capability 
Wing Commander Khalifa Said Mohammed al Juma, Director of Operations, Maritime Security Centre Oman 
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1700 – Optimising S.C.A.R. - Pod ISR performance on the Viking Air Guardian400 

• Transforming your PAX/TPT Guardian400 in a full ISR platform in less than an hour 

• How to integrate sensor & surveillance technology to improve airborne SAR 

• Turnkey solutions for multi-purpose Guardian4000 
George DeCock, SCAR Pod & Sensors, Airborne Technologies 
 
1730 – How natural disasters provide a unique SAR challenge 

• The need to procure equipment that can withstand the extreme conditions  

• Collaborative projects and research for increased unmanned development, to limit risk to human life 

• Evaluation of UAV testing procedures and results in extreme conditions 
Lieutenant Commander Takahiro Kato, Section Chief, International Search and Rescue, Japan Coast Guard 
 

 
1800 – Chairman’s closing remarks and end of day one 
Kaupo Läänerand, Head of the Fleet, Estonian Police and Border Guard Board 
 
1815 – Drinks reception in the exhibition area hosted by Ocean Modules  
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CONFERENCE DAY TWO: 16th May 2019 

‘Specialist rescue and the future of SAR’ 
 

 
0800 – Registration and Welcome Coffee 
0855 – Chairman’s introduction 
Kaupo Läänerand, Head of the Fleet, Estonian Police and Border Guard Board 
 

 
FUTURE TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS TO REVOLUTIONISE SAR 

Operations requiring an extreme response are pushing Maritime Search and Rescue capabilities to the limit. 
Expected to respond in a multitude of disciplines, platforms and crews must be equipped with pioneering 
design and technology. The section will analyse how innovative technology and projects are set to push the 
boundaries of traditional equipment. 
 
0900 – Meeting future SAR challenges 

• Detection from electro-optical and Infrared imaging systems 

• Considerations for interoperable communications between unmanned systems and on Scene 
coordinators 

• Determining distress locations for sailing vessels during long voyages 
Max Moser, SAR Policy Chief, US Coast Guard 
 
0930 – The next stages in Electro-optical Systems to save lives at sea  

• Increasing SAR capability through advanced thermal imaging  

• How the Night Navigator will revolutionise SAR capabilities  

• Increasing the ability to locate targets with the image enhancements  
Charline Van Kesteren, Sales Support, Current Scientific Corporation 

 
1000 –The new Finnish integrated maritime data system impact on operations  

• Outlining the needs of the new Finnish maritime SAR data system project 

• What are the key functionalities of future MSAR data systems 

• Why we need information sharing between different stakeholders to enhance SAR 
Petteri Leppänen, Maritime SAR Adviser, Finnish Border Guard 
 

 
1030 – Morning coffee and networking 
 

SPEICALISED SAR MISSIONS  
A rise in hazardous cargo means that nations are having to invest more in equipment that will allow them to 
conduct a rescue in toxic conditions. Furthermore, with environmental concerns growing about the polluted 
state of the seas, more time is being spent making sure that hazardous substances do not contaminate the 
worlds waters.  
 
1115 – ChemSAR project: SAR during a Hazardous and Noxious Substance (HNS) incident 

• Formulated Operational plan and Standard Operational Procedures 

• Exercises, exercise evaluation and implementation of the procedures 

• Dataportal and e-Learning 
Teemu Niemelä, Project Adviser, Finnish Border Guard  
 
1145 – A Southern Hemisphere perspective on Search and Rescue  

• An overview of the maritime SAR landscape in SA, with a focus on the NSRI and partner agencies 

• An overview of the environmental challenges faced by maritime SAR in Southern Africa, 

• R&D activities which are working to address these issues 
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Marc de Vos, Senior Scientist: Marine Research, South African Weather Service Marine Research & 
National Sea Rescue Inst. ,  
 
1215 – Interagency cooperation in responding to chemical spill incidents in Bulgaria  

• Upcoming shared procurement aims for Bulgarian Search and Rescue authorities  

• Current SAR operations, how cooperation between different agencies lead to enhanced SAR capabilities  

• Case Study: Mopang draining and containment operation, the safe removal of oil from a sunken ship  
Captain Zhivko Petrov, Executive Director, Bulgarian Maritime Administration  
 

 
1245 – Lunch and networking 
 

                                                      
HOW MULTINATIONAL COOPERATION CAN AID SPECIALIST RESCUES 

No single authority can deal with a large-scale maritime incident alone. Commonality in assets and tactics is 
crucial in developing interoperable teams working across continents. This section explores the unique 
challenges regarding mass rescue operations and how SAR units can be better prepared to respond to these 
incidents. 
1415 – Case Study: Tham Luang cave rescue 

• The unique challenges of an underwater dive rescue 

• How different nations came together to conduct the rescue  

• What lessons have been learned for the future.  
Gary Mitchell, Assistant Chair, British Cave Rescue Council  
 
1445 – How the NATO Euro-Atlantic Disaster Response Coordination Centre aid International Response 

• What is the Euro-Atlantic Disaster Response Coordination Centre? 

• Overview of exercise SRBIJA 2018, how new technology can help Search and Rescue  

• How it is essential to ensure interoperability between nations  
Claudiu Zoicas. Team Leader, Euro-Atlantic Disaster Response Coordination Centre 
 
 1515 – PANEL DISCUSSION: Working towards more efficient SAR response  

• How different nations can work together to ensure enhanced SAR 

• How civilian organisations can aid government and military forces  

• How industry can help advance SAR capabilities 
Johannes Bayer, Chairman, Seawatch 
Phil Bostock, National Maritime Operations Commander, UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency 
Tuukka Höijer, Coast Guard and Law Enforcement Unit, European Border and Coast Guard Agency  
 

 
1545– Chairman’s summary and close of conference 
Kaupo Läänerand, Head of the Fleet, Estonian Police and Border Guard Board 
 

 


